
After completing this 28-day program, you can expect to 
have a stronger, more defined core, while learning new 

exercises that keep your core routine fresh and exciting-- 
all in 4 workouts a week!

Fab Ab Core Challenge 

28 Day
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Product Disclaimer

You, the participant, understand that physical exercise can be strenuous and subject to 
risk of serious injury, you are urged to obtain a physical examination from a doctor before
participating in any exercise activity.   By purchasing the 28-Day Fab Ab Core Challenge 
Program, you agree that if you engage in any physical exercise or activity, you do so 
entirely at your own risk.   Any recommendation for changes in diet including the use of 
food supplements and weight reduction products are entirely your responsibility and you 
should consult a physician prior to undergoing any dietary or food supplement changes 
or exercise programs.  You agree that you are voluntarily participating in these activities 
and assume all risks of injury, illness or death. 

 This waiver and release of liability includes, without limitation, all injuries which may 
occur as a result of: (a) your participation in any activity or exercise from this program 
and (b) instruction, training, supervision, or dietary recommendations by Sarah Pelc 
Graca/Strong with Sarah. You acknowledge that you have carefully read this “waiver 
and release” and fully understand that it is a release of liability. You expressly agree to 
release and discharge Sarah Pelc Graca/Strong with Sarah from any and all claims or 
causes of action and you agree to voluntarily give up or waive any right that you may 
otherwise have to bring a legal action against Sarah Pelc Graca/Strong with Sarah for 
personal injury or property damage. To the extent that statute or case law does not 
prohibit release for negligence, this release is also for negligence on the part of Sarah Pelc 
Graca/Strong with Sarah. 

 If any portion of this release from liability shall be deemed by a Court of competent 
jurisdiction to be invalid, then the remainder of this release from liability shall remain in 
full force and effect and the offending provision or provisions severed here from. By 
participating in the program,  you acknowledge that youunderstand its content and that 
this release cannot be modified orally.  
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About Sarah Pelc Graca

My name is Sarah Pelc Graca, and I am an online weight loss coach who helps 
women look and feel amazing about their bodies AND their lives!  I use my 
background in Psychology, mixed with a Personal Training Certificate, as well as
my Precision Nutrition Level 1 Certificate, to create a multidimensional, unique 
transformation program that helps women to gain the confidence to successfully 
lose weight (for good!) and live a healthy life! 

After creating some unhealthy nutrition habits in college (too much beer and 
late night pizza, and not enough time being active...), I knew upon graduating 
that I needed to make some changes.  I started slowly incorporating healthy 
nutrition & exercise habits into my life, and noticed my body, mind, and 
ultimately, my LIFE transformed...  All without giving up my favorite foods or 
spending hours every day in the gym! 

I DON'T believe in promoting poor body image or extreme dieting and exercise.  I 
DO believe in helping you create healthy habits that lead to a strong, 
healthy, sexy, confident body and life.   

I'm so happy to help you on your journey to a stronger core!   
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Program Overview

Throughout the 4 weeks of this program, you will receive the following each week: 
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3 Core workouts (found in this packet)
1 Cardio workout (found in this packet)
Weekly Exercise Checklist (found in this packet)

All workouts can be completed at home OR in a gym.  It doesn't matter what days you complete the workouts, as 
long as all 4 workouts are completed each week!  Be sure you find a time and place where you can focus and 
dedicate 15-20 minutes to get the workout completed.  The only equipment you need is a mat and a towel. 

You can always choose to do 30-45 minutes of a different type of cardio INSTEAD of the weekly cardio workout 
that is included.  For example, you can skip the Week 1 Cardio workout and take a spin class instead.  You can add 
the cardio workout wherever you would like during the week. 

If you find the workouts too difficult, take quick breaks when needed.  If you find the workouts too easy, complete 
more reps in the allotted time. 

In the beginning, the middle, and the end of the program, you will have a plank test.  Your goal is to hold a high 
plank as long as possible WITHOUT letting your hips move and without feeling any pain or pressure in your low 
back.  Be sure you have a timer with you for your plank tests so you can record your time. 

Please note, if you'd like to record your plank times and checklists in this document, save this PDF to your 
computer FIRST, before adding any text. 

If you're looking for motivation and accountability so you actually complete the workouts, click here to join my 
free Facebook group!  Each workout includes the hashtag #28dayfabab.  Post in the Facebook group every time 
you complete a workout, and use the corresponding hashtag so that you can get support from me and the other 
amazing group members participating in the challenge! Feel free to get support and accountability using that 
hashtag on other forms of social media too (instagram, twitter, etc.)!   

Be sure to use the workout tracker to check off completed workouts.  When you have completed all of your weekly 
workouts, treat yourself with something that will help you reach your goals!  Maybe a smoothie or a massage!  Try
not to use your reward as an excuse to eat junk food though! 

Last but not least, HAVE FUN!  Challenge and change yourself!



Welcome to the 4-Week Fab Abs Program!

After completing this 28-day program, you can expect to have a stronger, 
more stable core, while learning new exercises that keep your core 

routine fresh and exciting--all in less than 20 minutes a day!

BEFORE BEGINNING: The day before you begin, test the current strength of your core.   
Hold a high plank (on your hands) for as long as you can WITHOUT letting your hips 

drop.  Be sure your hands are directly underneath your shoulders. Record the maximum 
time you can hold your plank WITHOUT losing your form or WITHOUT your lower back 

hurting.  Your plank should look like this:

Record your time here:
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Week 1 Core Workout #1
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Lay on your back. Rest and relax for 15 minutes.   
This is the secret to sculpting your six pack!

JUST KIDDING--ask my husband! 
I really do wish it was that easy to get a 
6 pack!  Go the next page for your first 

core workout!



Week 1--Core Workout #1

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 30 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Low Plank Knee Lowers- Begin in a low plank on your forearms, slowly lower your knees 
to the mat; Lift knees back up into plank position

2. Bicycle Crunches--Lay on your back; Bring one knee to opposite elbow, and always 
alternate sides 

3. Side Plank Hold--Begin with knees bent and forearm on the mat; Raise your hips into 
a side plank. Hold 30 seconds EACH SIDE.

4. Bridges--Begin laying on your back with knees bent and feet flat.  Raise both hips into 
a bridge position, and then slowly lower back down.

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/c8SR3ptMYGo


Week 1--Core Workout #2

*Complete 3 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 40 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. High Plank Shoulder Taps--Begin in a high plank on your hands.  While keeping your hips still and core 
engaged, bring one hand to tap opposite shoulder.  Always alternate sides

2. Butterfly Crunches-- Begin laying on your back with feet together and knees open (in a butterfly position). 
Hands behind your head.  Crunch both shoulder blades off the mat together and then slowly lower down. 

 Crunch up as high as you can.

3. Side Plank Arm Extensions--Begin with knees bent in a side plank on your forearm.  Reach your top arm 
up to the ceiling and down to the floor. COMPLETE 40 SECONDS EACH SIDE!

4. Bridge Alternating Leg Lifts--Begin laying on your back with knees bent, feet flat, hips raised in a bridge. 
 Lift one leg up to the ceiling and then slowly lower back down. KEEP HIPS UP! Always alternate legs.

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/e32P8W0UYu8


Week 1--Core Workout #3

*Complete 5 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 30 seconds with 5 second breaks

1. High Plank Knee to Opposite Elbow--Begin in a high plank on your hands;  Bring one knee in towards your 
opposite elbow and return to high plank. Always alternate sides!

. Leg Scissors--Lay on your back with your head and shoulders lifted and legs up towards the ceiling; Bring 
one leg towards your face as the other lowers to the floor; Always alternate sides

3. Side Plank Top Leg Raises--Begin with hips raised in a side plank on your forearm and knee; Without 
moving your hips, lift your top leg towards the ceiling and then lower down;  30 SECONDS EACH SIDE!

4. Single Leg Bridges--Begin laying on your back with one leg bent, foot on the ground, and other leg 
straight up to the ceiling.  Raise both hips up towards the ceiling and slowly return hips to the mat.

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/90iw2WqCAh0


Week 1--Cardio Workout

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 40 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. Jumping Jacks--Begin standing with feet together and arms at your side. Jump out to an X position.   
Return to starting position

2. Plank Jacks--Begin in a plank on your hands with feet together. Jump feet wider apart than your hips. 
Jump feet back to starting position

3. Butt Kickers--Begin standing with feet together.  Quickly kick one foot behind you towards your butt, 
always alternating sides.  It should feel like you're running in place

4. Mountain Climbers--Begin in a plank on your hands.  Bring one knee in towards your chest quickly and 
then return it to plank. Always alternate sides

Click here for a video of today's workout!

5. Ice Skaters--Begin on one foot. Hop laterally (sideways) to the other foot and reach your hand towards 
your outside knee.  Always alternate sides moving as quickly as you can.
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https://youtu.be/zo5CBK352nQ


Week 1--Workout Checklist

Check off each workout when you 
complete it! 

Core Workout #1

Core Workout #2

Core Workout #3

Cardio Workout 
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My reward for finishing all of my weekly workouts is



Week 2--Core Workout #1

*Complete 5 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 30 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. High Plank Ceiling Reach--Begin in a high plank on your hands;  Bring one hand towards the ceiling, and 
then return to high plank; Always alternate sides

2. Leg Lowers--Lay on your back with your legs up towards the ceiling; Lower both legs towards the 
ground; Only go as low as you can WITHOUT your low back arching

3. Push Ups on Knees--Begin in a plank on your knees with arms straight; Be sure hands are wider than 
your shoulders.  Bend both arms into a low plank and straighten arms into a push up

4. Long Side Plank--Hold a side plank while balancing on your feet.  I recommend placing the top foot on the 
ground in front of your bottom foot; HOLD 30 SECONDS EACH SIDE!

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/H8t4zR2Ih7U


Week 2--Core Workout #2

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 40 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. V Sit Twists--Begin in a seated position with tailbone tucked under;  Raise your legs to a table top position 
and place hands being your head.  Twist upper body from side to side. IF your low back hurts, lower your feet 

to the mat.

2. Low Plank Side Toe Taps--Begin in a low plank on your forearms.  Tap one toe to the side and then return 
to low plank. Always alternate sides.

3. Oblique Punches--Begin in a seated position with tailbone tucked under, torso slightly leaning back, with 
hands at your shoulders.  Punch one hand towards outside of opposite knee and return to center. Always 

alternate sides

4. High Plank Front Reach--Begin in a high plank, feet wider apart than your hips.  Raise one arm directly in 
front of you and return to high plank. Always alternate sides; Try to keep hips still

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/wUFLBNwWmco


Week 2--Core Workout #3

*Complete 3 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 45 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Plank (Knee in) Towel Sliders--Begin in a high plank with your toes on a towel. Be sure towel is on a smooth 
surface like a hard wood floor. Slide your knees in towards your chest and then back to plank.  If too difficult, 

bring the towel to your knees.

2. Side Plank Hip Raises on Knees-- Begin in a side plank on your knees.  Lower your hips towards the floor 
and then return up to side plank. Complete 45 SECONDS EACH SIDE!

3. Passe Ab Series--Begin seated on the mat propped up on your forearms.  Bring one knee in towards your 
chest while the other leg is extended straight. Always alternate sides.

4. High Plank Leg Lifts--Begin in a high plank on your hands.  Lift one heel up towards the ceiling and 
return to high plank. Always alternate sides.  

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/IQn8BNXuXwI


Week 2--Cardio Workout

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 45 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. Squat Jacks--Begin standing with feet together and arms at your side. Jump feet wide and bend knees 
into a low squat.  Immediately jump feet back together.   

2. Invisible (or real) jumprope--Begin in a neutral position.  Pretend you are jumping rope.  If you have a 
jumprope at home, you can do that instead!

3. High Knees--Begin in a plank on your hands.  Bring one knee in towards your chest quickly and then 
return it to plank. Always alternate sides

Click here for a video of today's workout!

4. Long Jump with Jog Back-Begin in a neutral stance.  Jump as far forward as you can.  Job backwards to 
your starting position.
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https://youtu.be/vF0DFBzWA-4


Week 2--Workout Checklist

Check off each workout when you 
complete it! 

Core Workout #1

Core Workout #2

Core Workout #3

Cardio Workout 
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My reward for finishing my weekly workouts is



Halfway Check-In

Congratulations on making it halfway through through the 
28-Day Fab Ab Core Challenge!   

 
Let's measure your progress so far!  See if you can hold 

your plank for longer than when we started!

Since we are halfway through the program, let's test the current strength of 
your core.   Hold a high plank (on your hands) for as long as you can WITHOUT

letting your hips drop or rise up.  Be sure your hands are directly underneath 
your shoulders. Record the maximum time you can hold your plank 

WITHOUT losing your form or WITHOUT your lower back hurting.  Your 
plank should look like the photo above.

Record your time here: 
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Week 3--Core Workout #1

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 35 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Plank knee/elbow tap--beginning a high plank on your hands. Lifting one of your feet and the opposite 
hand, bring lifted knee towards lifted elbow.  Return to plank.  Always alternate sides. 

2. Butterfly Crunches-- Begin laying on your back with feet together and knees open (in a butterfly position). 
Hands behind your head.  Crunch both shoulder blades off the mat together and then slowly lower down. 

 Crunch up as high as you can.

3. Reverse plank lifts--begin seated on the mat with both hands on the floor just behind your hips. Use your 
glutes and lower abs to lift your hips into a reverse plank and then slowly lower back down. 

4. Dead bug--begin laying on the mat with both arms and both legs up towards the ceiling. Lower the same 
side arm and leg towards the mat and then slowly return to the starting position. Always alternate sides.

Click here for a video of today's workout!
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https://youtu.be/G4y1ynm-xRo


Week 3--Core Workout #2

*Complete 3 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 50 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. Low to High to Low Plank--Begin in a high plank on your hands.  Drop down to one forearm and then the 
other.  Walk your hands back up to high plank

2. Bridge Pulses--Begin in a bridge position with your hips lifted high.  Slowly lower your hips so they remain 
hovered just above the mat.  Press hips back up to the starting position

3. Low Plank Side to Side Hip Drops--Begin in a low plank on your forearms.  Drop your hips towards the 
right side of the floor and then returnhem to center. Always alternate sides.

4. Super Man Plank--Begin in a high plank on your hands.  Lift one hand at the same time as you lift the 
opposite foot.  Return to high plank.  Always alternate sides.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

19#28dayfabab

https://youtu.be/XkA1YKpvL7w


Week 3--Core Workout #3 

*Complete 5 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 35 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Inchworm--Begin in a forward facing fold.  Walk your hands out to a high plank and hold for 1-3 
seconds.  Walk your hands back into forward facing fold.

2. Toe Touches--Begin laying on your back with your feet and arms up towards the ceiling.Tuck your chin 
into your chest and reach up towards your toes.  Try to get both shoulders off the mat.  Slowly lower your 

torso to the mat.

3. Leg Flutters--Begin laying on your back with your legs extended on a diagonal.  Only lower your legs as 
low as you can WITHOUT arching your back, or without feeling any pain in your back!  Quickly flutter your 

legs.

4. Low Plank Hold--Begin in a low plank on your forearms.  Hold the plank for the desired amount of time.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

20#28dayfabab

https://youtu.be/lQNdneRPc6U


Week 3--Cardio Workout

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 50 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. Cross Jacks--Begin with both feet together in a neutral stance.  Jump feet wide and extend both arms to 
the side.  Jump one foot un front of the other and cross arms directly  in front of you.  Jump back out to X. 

2. Hopscotch--Begin in a neutral stance.  Jump feet wider apart than your hips.  Hop onto one foot.  Jump feet 
wider than your hips.  Hop onto the other foot.

3. Ski Jumps--Begin in a neutral stance.  Jump from side to side, slightly twisting your hips.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

4. Lunge Jacks--Begin in a neutral stance.  jump into a lunge position with one foot in front of the other foot. 
 Jump both feet back together.  Always alternate sides.
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https://youtu.be/3cQNLuvg3EU


Week 3--Workout Checklist

Check off each workout when you 
complete it! 

Core Workout #1

Core Workout #2

Core Workout #3

Cardio Workout 
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My reward for finishing my weekly workouts is



Week 4--Core Workout #1 

*Complete 2 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 40 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Stacked Feet Crunches-- Begin laying on your back with legs straight and one foot stacked on top of the 
other.  Arms bent and hands behind head. Tuck your chin into your chest and lift your shoulders as much as 

you can off of the mat. Slowly return to the mat. Complete 40 seconds EACH SIDE.

2. Rocking Plank-- Begin in a high plank on your hands.  Slowly rock your weight as far forward as you can 
and then rock back to return to high plank.

3. Crossover Crunch-- Begin laying on your back with one ankle crossed over the opposite quad, hands 
behind your head.  Crunch up and bring opposite elbow towards your crossed knee.  Slowly return to the 

mat. Complete 40 seconds EACH SIDE.

4. Side Plank Rotations-- Begin in a side plank on your feet.  Be sure TOP FOOT is planted on the floor directly in front of your 
bottom foot.  Hand is behind head.  Rotate your top elbow towards the floor and then return to your starting position. Complete 40

seconds EACH SIDE.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

23#28dayfabab

https://youtu.be/oBmGloq4DKI


Week 4--Core Workout #2 

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 30 seconds with 10 second breaks

1. Plank to down dog knee reach--Begin in a high plank.  Reach one hand towards your opposite knee as you 
shift your hips up into a downward facing dog.  Return to high plank. Always alternate sides. 

2. Reverse Plank Leg Lifts-- Begin in a reverse plank with your hips lifted and fingers pointing towards 
your feet.  Lift one leg about a foot off the mat. Always alternate sides

3. Reverse Crunches-- Begin laying on your back with your feet up to the ceiling.  Without swinging your 
legs, lift your hips 1-2 inches off the mat and slowly lower back down. 

4. High Boat/Low Boat-- Begin in a low boat position, shoulders and legs off of the mat.  Use your core to lift your torso and legs
up to a V. Slowly lower back down to low boat.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

24#28dayfabab

https://youtu.be/6aIkYxAH4H4


Week 4--Core Workout #3 

*Complete 3 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 50 seconds with 15 second breaks

1. Flamingo Side Plank--Begin in a side plank on your elbow with feet stacked one on top of the other.  Slide 
your top foot up (so your knee bends) towards your knee.  Then slide top foot back down to return to high 

plank.  Complete 50 seconds EACH SIDE.

2. Russian Twist-- Begin seated on the mat with your tailbone slightly tucked under and leaning back. Hands
together with arms in front of you.  Twist as far as you can to the right side, pass through the middle, and 

then twist to the left.

3. Clap Crunch-- Begin laying on your back.  Crunch your upper body off the mat while you bring your right 
leg up.  Clap your hands together under your right leg.   Always alternate sides.

4. High Plank Hip Reach-- Begin in a high plank on your hands.  Reach one hand to opposite hip bone. Return 
to plank. Always alternate sides. 

Click here for a video of today's workout!

25#28dayfabab

https://youtu.be/kqD-KKVT2uI


Week 4--Cardio Workout

*Complete 4 sets of each exercise* 
As many reps as you can in 40 seconds with 20 second breaks

1. Frog plank jumps-- Begin in a high plank. Jump both feet forwards to the outsides of your hands (so 
you're in a frog position). Jump both feet back to plank.  

2. Squat to lunge jumps-- Begin in a squat position. Jump and pivot hips in the air so you land in a lunge 
position. Jump and pivot hips forward so you land in a squat. Always alternate sides.

3. Side to side hops-- Quickly hop sideways from one foot to the other foot. Always alternate sides.

Click here for a video of today's workout!

4. Angle lunge jacks-- Begin in a neutral stance. Jump into a lunge and pivot at a 45 degree angle towards 
the front leg. Jump back to neutral. Always alternate sides
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https://youtu.be/WKbK9Aez5ck


Week 4--Workout Checklist

Check off each workout when you 
complete it! 

Core Workout #1

Core Workout #2

Core Workout #3

Cardio Workout 
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My reward for finishing my weekly workouts is



Final Check-In

You've completed the 28-Day Fab Ab Core Challenge!   
 

Let's measure your progress so far!  See if you can hold 
your plank for longer than at the half-way point!

Since we are finished with the program, let's test the current strength of 
your core.   Hold a high plank (on your hands) for as long as you can 

WITHOUT letting your hips drop or rise up.  Be sure your hands are directly 
underneath your shoulders. Record the maximum time you can hold your 
plank WITHOUT losing your form or WITHOUT your lower back hurting. 

 Your plank should look like the photo above.

Record your time here: 
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How many seconds did your plank improve from 
before you started the program?



Congratulations!! 

You've completed the 
28 day Fab-Ab Challenge!  

You should be proud of yourself!  Not only do you probably FEEL better, but I
bet you can hold your plank longer than you could when we started! 

You may be asking, what's next?   

I suggest your take a few days off, and TREAT YOURSELF to something 
special!  Then, I suggest you repeat the core challenge!  Make your final 

plank time your NEW starting plank time!   

If you're hoping to see that six pack even quicker, I offer a 16-week 
customized and personalized online weight loss program.  In this program, I 

help empower you to create healthy nutrition and exercise habits that fit 
into your lifestyle seamlessly--without giving up your favorite foods or 

spending hours in the gym! 

For more information and to book 
a complementary consultation call, please click here.    
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